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Narrator – 
(TALKS TOWARDS AUDIENCE. ON THE RIGHT SIDE 
OF SCREEN, THERE IS A ROCKET.)
Denis’s biggest dream was to be an astronaut. Ever since he 
was a child, he dreamt of exploring the space. He worked 
very hard and finally made his dream come true. 
(DENIS COME TO SCREEN FROM LEFT WITHOUT 
SPACE HELMET AND LEAVE SCREEN FROM RIGHT.) 
His first mission was to travel to Jupiter and search if there 
are any aliens. He was thrilled because he was also curious. 
He got on the spaceship and here we go!
(NARRATOR TAKES ROCKET AND MAKES IT FLY 
AND TAKES OFF SCREEN. THEN BRINGS SPACESHIP 
FLYING ON SCREEN FOR A WHILE.)

deNis – 
(WE HEAR HIS VOICE COMING FROM THE SHIP.)
Finally, I’m up against an exciting adventure. Who knows 
what I’m going to come across?

Narrator – 
His excitement grew further as he got closer to Jupiter. He 
wondered what secrets this beautiful orange colored planet 
had to offer. As spaceship slowly landed. ( NARRATOR 
LENDS SPACESHIP RIGHT SIDE OFF STAGE.) Denis 
immediately ran to get his suit and start exploring.

VoiCe – 
(VOICE COMES OUT OF WALKIE TALKIE.) 
This is central speaking. Ship landed safely. Roger. Denis, 
your mission is to find a life form. Over.
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deNis – 
(ANSWERS WALKIE TALKIE.) 
Roger, Central. Over

Narrator – 
(DENIS ENTERS FROM RIGHT SIDE OF THE SCREEN.)
Denis starts his exploration yet it’s quite difficult to walk on 
Jupiter when you don’t have gravity. Jupiter is dark orange 
color and covered with sand and rocks. It’s quite sweltering 
too! Poor Denis.

deNis –  
(STARTS SWEATING.)
If there are any aliens, I feel sorry for them. What is this 
temperature. I feel like I’m going to melt! I wonder if 
anybody will come out if I speak out. Hello? HELLO? I 
came all the way from planet Earth. I mean no harm, I just 
want to befriends. Is there anyone out there?
(SILENCE.)

Narrator – 
Denis repeats himself but there is no answer. He keeps 
walking for couple more hours but he doesn’t find anything 
but more sand and rocks. Not even plants. No animals, no 
anything. After a little more exploration, he desperately 
returns to his spaceship. Yet there is something wrong. 
Seems like two of the missiles are not working.

deNis –  
Oh no, did I make a mistake by coming here? That’s not 
good. I can’t go back if my spaceship doesn’t work. Central, 
It’s Denis. There is a big problem. Two of my missiles are 
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not working. I don’t have enough power to support me back 
to Earth. I need help. Over.

VoiCe –  
Roger that. Help will arrive in two days. Keep your 
investigation going until then.

deNis – 
Two days? But there are no one in this planet. I looked 
every where.
(EXITS THE SPACESHIP.)

Narrator – 
(SILENCE.)
Denis is stunned, not knowing what to do he goes back 
in the spaceship. He gets bored quickly so he decides to 
prepare some dry space food to distract himself. 
(GLITCHED VOICES COMES FROM THE WALKIE 
TALKIE.) 

VoiCe –
He...llo.

deNis – 
Central?

VoiCe  –
Hee...llo...o.

deNis – 
Is there anyone out there?
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VoiCe  –
He...he...lp

Narrator –  
(SILENCE) 
Denis is partially petrified and excited as he realizes this wasn’t 
Central that he was talking to. He sees something slightly move 
with the corner of his eye. He ran out to see what it is.

deNis – 
(ALIEN ENTERS THE SCENE.)
Is there anyone?
(SILENCE.)

deNis – 
Who ever you are, I saw you! 

Narrator – 
Behind the rocks, a timid head slowly reaches out. Denis 
slowly approaches and sees a green girl with antennas. He 
couldn’t believe his eyes. It’s an alien!

deNis – 
IT’S AN ALIEN!
(HIS VOICE SCARES THE GIRL. SHE HIDES BACK.)

deNis – 
No! Don’t go, I’m sorry. I mean no harm!

Valera – 
I know.
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deNis – 
You know my language?

Valera –  
(LAUGHS)
Yes, as a matter of fact I do. We all do.I’m Valera.

deNis –  
I’m Denis. We? How many of are there? And how do you know 
my language?

Valera –  
Here are many. More than I can count. We know about 
people long before you know us.We can hear long distance 
sounds with our antennas.

deNis –  
Do you mean you can hear the voice that are coming from 
Planet Earth?

Valera –  
Yes! Whenever we want.

deNis – 
That’s amazing!

Valera –
That’s how I learned your language. Whenever I’m bored, 
I just connect to Earth radios. According to what I’ve heard 
you don’t know much about us.

deNis – 
But everyone is going to find out soon! When I return, I 
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make sure they people will know the truth.

VilssoN – 
(ANOTHER VOICE SPEAKS.) 
Didn’t I tell you to stay away from him? You humans are all 
the same!

Valera – 
But he seems different!

VilssoN –  
(COMING TO THE SCREEN)
What do you mean by different? Isn’t he a human too?

Valera – 
This is my brother Vilsson. 

deNis –  
Hello Vilsson, nice to meet you.

VilssoN – 
(SARCASTICALLY ANSWERS) 
Nice to meet you? Sure. You humans are all the same. You only 
care about yourselves and nobody else. See Valera? Now we have 
to erase his memory too.

Valera –
He looks like a good person. Plus, his spaceship is broken. I think 
we should help.

VilssoN –  
Unless he promises, I will not help.
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deNis –  
What promise? What did we do to you? Why you don’t like us?

Valera – 
Because you harmed us. We’ve been to your planet many 
times.We wanted to help you to enhance your technology 
but you treated us badly. Many times.Finally, we gave up 
and hid undergrounds so you won’t find us. That’s why you 
don’t know much about us.

VilssoN – 
Now we watch you from far away. Because you humans are 
either afraid of us or you want to take everything that we have.

Narrator –  
Denis couldn’t believe what he was hearing. Did people 
really treat aliens this badly?Is that why they gave up on 
helping. Will they people treat aliens badly again if Denis 
expose the truth? Of course, he didn’t want that.

deNis –  
I’m apologize. I didn’t know.

VilssoN – 
(LAUGHS) 
Of course you don’t! Cause we made devices to make you 
forget! And you are going to forget it too.

Valera – 
No! Don’t! 
(TURNS TO DENIS.)
If you promise not to tell anyone about us, we will help you to fix 
your ship and show you our hidden city.
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VilssoN –  
No way! Are we going to expose all of our secrets to him?

Valera – 
Please Denis! Promise. Or we will have to erase your 
memories.

deNis –
I don’t want to forget about this! I promise.

VilssoN – 
What? No human has ever made a promise like this.

Valera –  
Thank you Denis. See? Vilsson, he promised.

VilssoN –  
An alien always keepsthe promise!

deNis –
Me too.

Valera –  
Neither of us will forget.

deNis –
I will keep my promise. But I will also try to change 
people’s mindsets about aliens. Maybe one day you can 
visit us again.

Narrator –  
Valera and Vilsson disguised Denis as an alien and took him to 
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the gateway between the rocks. At the end of the gateway there 
was a giant underground city that was full of trees and vegetation. 
There were more than what Denis could ever dream of. Many 
different species of aliens lived together and they were quite 
friendly too. Vilsson brings the crystal that would help to fix the 
spaceship. All three head back to the spaceship. After Vilsson 
placed the crystals into the energy tank, they all realized that the 
spaceship was working again. Denis thanked Valera and Vilsson 
and got on the ship.
(SPACESHIP TAKES OFF, VOICES COMING FROM 
WALKIE TALKIE.)

VoiCe –
This is Central. Can you hear us? Over.

deNis –
Yes, I can.Over.

VoiCe –
16 hours left for help to arrive. Stay in the spaceship. Over.

deNis –
I’m in the spaceship. I don’t need help anymore. I will be 
back in 47 hours.

VoiCe –
How did you solve the energy issue? Did you find any life 
form by any chance?

deNis –
No. There is no one in Jupiter.

- eNd -
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